Hellenistic period armor

Greek armor and equipment typical for Hellenistic history period.

Replica of the late 4th century BC’ oval “egg-shaped” Thracian shield found in Dolna Kozniza
near Kyustendil Bulgaria. The shield has wooden frame and thick leather corps use to be covered by
shining thin bronze facing, now fragment. Now it is under conservation in Kyustendil History
Museum.
http://www.kyustendilmuseum.primasoft.bg/bg/
http://www.kyustendilmuseum.primasoft.bg/bg/mod.php?mod=userpage&menu=360001&page_id
=189

Spartacus Helmet

Replica of one of the most beautiful “Pseudo Corinthian” Officer helmets which just
imitate the famous shapes and forms of the Divine and Mythical Greek helmet, which is out
of fashion and use in late (pre Hellenistic) and Hellenistic period.

Goddess Atina Palada decoration on the front above the calotte

Roman Emperor Hadrian I believe, whit his Regal Greek armor, Divine open face helmetimitating the Corinthian stile with Macedonian sun decoration, no cheek armor but under chin
leather stripe, cuirass and parazonium sword in his hand.
Some of the artifacts of this type of helmet are made by Bronze but there is more then five
Iron helmets like this one found as artifacts.

A warship from the Temple of Fortuna Primigenia at Praeneste, second half of the 1st
century.
The massing of fighting marines (in this instance in full armour) for boarding action created
issues with balance which could result in a vessel capsizing, as vividly described by the poet Lucan:
'While one vessel's throng, too aggressive, leans over the tilting side and leaves unmanned the
section free from enemy, by their massed weight the ship was overturned and covered sea and
sailors with its hollow keel'
(Photo: Scala/Art Resource, NY)
“…..These troops took the side of Archelaus in the civil war that followed Herod’s death.
According to Josephus, who calls it meros or a legion, it consisted of 3,000 men, comprising both
infantry and c.500cavalrymen, commanded respectively by Rufus and Gratus, both officers of Italian
origin (Josephus, AJ XVII, 266, 275–276, 283, 294 and BJ II, 52, 58)”

The Herodian army was therefore an instrument of King Herod’s rule, but it was also an
auxiliary force for Rome, since Herod was a client king. This is reflected in its organization, which was
that of a Hellenistic army with many Roman features. This was not exceptional; by the middle of the
2nd century BC the Seleucid army of Antiochus III and the Ptolemaic army of Ptolemy IV both showed
Roman characteristics in their organization and in the weapons used by part of the heavy
infantry. Like the armies of the Seleucids and the Ptolemys (and perhaps also of the Hasmonaeans)
before him, Herod’s army showed strong Roman influences. Several senior command posts were
filled by Roman or Italian mercenary officers. The heavy infantry was organized according to a Roman
model. The Herodian soldiers were apparently accustomed to build temporary military camps like
those constructed by the Roman legions, and themilitary engineers were Roman-trained.

This copy of a Roman mosaic from the A.D. I OOs depicts the story of the death of
Archimedes who was one of the greatest mathematicians in history.
He died during the Roman conquest of his home city of Syracuse in 212 B.C. According to a
famous story, Archimedes was immersed in a mathematical
problem during a battle and was killed by a Roman soldier.

Prow from a ship, found near Actium
http://www.livius.org/battle/actium-31-bce/
Attic type of attic helmet

Augustus' Praetorian Guard -The best and most wonderful Julio Claudian iconography on a
vessel by far!!
We are proud to say that we have in our club store 4 Thracian helmets which have been used
by all nations on the Balkan peninsular as Greeks, Macedonian and maybe by Illyrian as well.
No doubt this type of Greek helmets has been known by people in all Mediterranean worlds,
even in north African seaside and Persian world.

bronzo, 560-550 a.C., scoperta a Vulci nel 1837, Museo Gregoriano Etrusco, Musei Vaticani

New beautiful Bronze helmet looking like the one of Pletena artifact, made by
Idealhandicrafts which just arrived!
As you can see it is made by quality metal alloys-Bronze and mild steel, and the
silhouette is so mach better then the one we unfortunately knows well.

Idealhandicrafts proof that they know what they are doing and the helmet doesn’t
looking like a bucket on a head but like a well balanced ancient helmet!

Our Boeotian helmet inspired by the only two artifacts known by now.
Ashmolean Boeotian, found in June 1854 in the River Tigris.

The other one found in Sesaginta Prista present Ruse Bulgaria.

Two photos of our Rhomphaia sword collection and their metamorphoses through
time since we have them with us.

With our collection of more then 4 Attic helmets form Hellenistic period, we are
ready to reenact our history of Εύξεινος Πόντοςis
This is not a Dacian or Carthaginian helmets but Atiic-Greek helmet made and
produce by Greek manufactories and spread around to serve in the Greek military world.
We have some experience using this equipment still not in event especially dedicated
to Hellenistic period but we are ready for reenacting season 2017.

